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Abstract—Sentiment analysis (SA) is used to extract opinions from a huge
amount of data, and these opinions are comprised of multiple words. Some
words have different semantic meanings in different fields, and we call them
domain-specific (DS) words. A domain is defined as a special area in which a
collection of queries about a specific topic are held when user do queries in the
data regarding the domain appear. But Single word can be interpreted in many
ways based on its context-dependency. Demonstrate each word under its
domain is extremely important because their meanings differ from each other so
much in different domains that a word meaning from A in one context can
change into Z in another context or domain. The purpose of this research is to
discover the correct sentiment in the message or comment and evaluate it either
it is positive, negative or neutral. We collected tweets dataset from different
domains and analyzed it to extract words that have a different definition in
those specific domains as if they are used in other fields of life. They would be
defined differently. We analyzed 52115 words for finding their DS meaning in
seven different domains. Polarity had been given to words of the dataset
according to their domains and based on this polarity, they have been
recognized as positive negative and neutral and evaluated as domain-specific
words. The automatic way is used to extract the words of the domain as we
integrated and afterwards the comparison to identify that either this word differs
from other words as far as domain is concerned. This research contribution is a
prototype that processes your data and extracts their domain-specific words
automatically. This research improved the knowledge about the contextdependency and found the core-specific meanings of words in multiple fields.
Keywords—Domain-specific; General-language dictionary; lexicon; polarity;
Sentiment analysis
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1

Introduction

Sentiment analysis is a somewhat natural language dealing with following the
perspective of the all-inclusive community about a particular thing or point. Sentiment
analysis, which is moreover known as opinion mining, incorporates into building a
system to accumulate and take a gander at suppositions about items made in the blog
sections, comments, overviews or tweets. Sentiment analysis can be useful in a couple
of ways. For example, in showcasing it helps in judging the accomplishment of an ad
campaign or new thing dispatch, make sense of which variations of a thing or
administration are notable and even recognize which socioeconomic like or particular
abhorrence elements [1].
Generally, the Sentiment analysis structures have focused on specific areas using
space-specific corpora as preparing information for the machine learning calculations
that organize a data message as either the positive or the negative. Diverse structures
are vocabulary-based, where assessment bearing words and articulations are
accumulated and a short time later scanned for amid examination to concoct a specific
sentiment index.
SA is classified into three levels, i.e. aspect level, document level and sentence
level. The aspect level of the sentiment analysis would allude to supposition related to
parts of the substance being talked about. This takes into consideration a more
detailed investigation that uses a greater amount of the information given by the
textual review [2].
With the quick advancement of Web innovation, individuals are getting
increasingly data from the web. Instructions given to the individuals about concerned
data from tremendous measure of the web information, sentiment polarity analysis has
gained more importance [3]. SA polarity is defined as the scoring positive and
negative effect of a text or comment [4]. In the previous researches, the most common
way for classifying the text messages such as positive, negative and neutral keep up to
the subject [5-8]. For the improvement of individual sentiments words, sentiment
dictionaries are used. The name of the sentiment dictionaries is SentiWordNet and
WordNet [9]. SentiWordNet is a domain-independent openly accessible method for
utilization of SA. SentiWordNet is extracted from WordNet by giving positive or
negative scores [10].
Today due to the quick advancement of the web technology, the people are sending
and receiving data from the web. To answer all the questions about web technology;
sentiment polarity analysis is becoming increasingly dominant. Different authors have
done their job to find out the polarity of the things; for example, in financial news
comments or messages used negative and positive polarity. In others, exploring
domain adjustment for sentiment concentrating on online surveys for various sorts of
items and assigning them polarity [11-17]. In DS SA, there is a basic need to build a
DS corpus. When a user does queries, the data lies in the domain [18, 19].
For a domain-independent approach, three types of lexical ways are used such as
SentiWordNet, Senticnet and SentiSlangNet. We used Senticnet for comparison.
Senticnet is an openly accessible semantic means which consists of frequent
utilization of polarity ideas [20-22]. Senticnet is also known as an openly accessible
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way that is built by methods for evaluation or figuring the sentic [23, 24]. Twitter is a
mainstream microblogging service where clients make status messages called
"tweets". Sometimes these tweets express sentiments about various themes. Twitter
messages are likewise utilized as a source of data for sentiment classification. In SA
twitter data is used for peculiar plans [25, 26].
With the use of the SA technique, we can analyze which renditions of an item or
service are prominent and even distinguish which demographics like or dislike
specific features and also it is a bridge between two domains. The purpose of this
research is to identify words that are interpreted differently among various fields; that
will help in finding the core-specific meaning of a word and also improve the
performance of different domains.

2

Literature Review

SA is considered a big data task. A scalable lexicon-based approach for squeezing
sentiment using emotion and hashtag is introduced for good performance in accuracy
and speed in [27]. Soni et al. [28] divided the work into two parts, in the first part
Hidden Markov model is proposed and in the second part test and shows the comment
to analyze the opinions of the person about the product. POS sequence has been
proposed as an attribute for investigation of pattern or the word combination of tweets
in two different domains of the sentiment analysis. One is subjectively, and the other
is polarity. To get the most perfect in uncovering sentence pattern Three Forms of
POS sequence is used, i.e. the pattern of 2-tags, 3-tags, and the 5-tags [29]. Lu [30]
proposed a novel approach of semi-supervised learning for MSA (Microblog
Sentiment Analysis). A graph-based semi-supervised classifier is built to make use of
microblog relations. This method connects tagged and untagged data through
microblog relations. Arora et al. [31] took SA and collected information used by the
business for improving the product through it. The author has compared the
customer’s sentiments given via tweeter on five smartphone brands which include
battery timing and other operating system using one week of tweeter data.
It’s hard to describe real-life complications with low-level features. Do et al. [32]
proposed a framework named emotion prediction framework using the high-level
features of contextual. This framework identifies the emotion of the situation using
the high-level features of contextual. Pawar et al. [33] describes the level, approaches,
and methodologies of doing sentiment analysis and provide a feature to squeeze from
the text and application. This paper provides an overview of tweet extraction, their
preprocessing and sentiment analysis.
Medhat et al. [34] have categorized various SA techniques. The fields of SA,
which include TL (Transfer Learning), ED (Emotion Detection), and BR (Building
Resource), are discussed. ML algorithm is used to solve the SC problems. NLP
(Natural Language Processing) tool is used to reinforce the SA process, which has
attracted researchers. Guzman et al. [35] used natural processing techniques that
recognize the fine-grained app feature in the review. Collocation finding problems are
combined which are lexical sentiment analysis, and producing summaries of recall up
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to 73% (51% average) and a precision up to 91% (59% average) for the topic
modelling.
Bansal [36] described PCAP (Packet Capturing) tools that are used for the
protection of private data and network infrastructure against attacks. PACP and
related tools are available as open-source software. Python programming language is
used to handle any type of data stream. To Build a DS lexicon Park et al. [37]
appraised the extracted lexicon against SentiwordNet and existing algorithm. Active
learners are used to increasing the F1-score in classification and increased similarity
of sentiment lexicon. This proposed system is generally used for N-gram cases.
Khuc [38] used two proposed methods which are graph propagation and Labeled
TNG methods. TNG method is better to use for n-grams. It gives higher accuracy than
graph propagation. And the key focus of this work was automatically generating
polarity lexicons for sentiment analysis on social networks. Agarwal et al. [39]
explored the effect of three factors that are used to discover the all-inclusive text
sentiment. Firstly he explored DS Ontology using ConceptNet based ontology.
Secondly, he described the importance of features. Lastly, he explored the contextual
information.
SA of online social networks Trung et al. Authors in [40] have proposed a fuzzy
propagation model for opinion mining. Tweetscope; a practical system is made which
gathers and evaluates the customer tweets. Hussain et al. [41] worked on feature
categorization and feature extraction using NLP techniques to find out the feature
about the product review etc. in feature-based SA. There are two types of feature
extraction. The first type is explicit feature extraction (FE) and 2nd is implicit FE.
Abundant work is done on explicit FE instead of Implicit FE and feature clustering
using NLP technique in feature-based SA.
Kontopoulos et al. [42] proposed ontology-based techniques for twitter’s tweets.
The basic working of these techniques is to assign a sentiment score. The first step of
this technique is to find the subject of the tweet then break them into parts according
to the subject defined. There are many approaches based on machine learning that are
used to perform SA, but the disadvantage of these approaches is that they take each
tweet as one equable statement and assign score as a whole. Choi et al. [43] proposed
a domain-specific SA system which has two parts. The first part is a context feature
generation. The second part is the DS sentiment classifier learning. The bootstrapping
method is applied to make the Domain context classifier using CF. This method gives
benefit for extracting contextual clues in the news domain and increases the
performance of sentiment classification.
Authors in [44] proposed a mining model to extract the semantic relation to
discover the actual sentiment present in the conversation and to find the knowledge
level and learning style of the students in the e-learning environment. The underobservation conversations consisted of the rich amount of domain specific data.
Doman ontology was used to extract the information from unstructured chats. The
learning process was used only for a small group of students and for a limited number
of subjects.
Authors in [45] used a sentiment classification tool LDA (Latent Dirichlet
Allocation) to measure the feelings of students about some specific subjects and
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topics by classifying documents according to the sentiment present in the chats of the
students. The main goal of the work was to help the teachers to enhance the e-learning
environment according to the moods of the learners.
Authors in [46] conducted different experiments to find the effectiveness of the
conventional method of vocabulary learning and computer corpus-based vocabulary
learning to improve the English vocabulary learning of students. The result showed
the computer corpus-based learning method performed efficiently than the
conventional learning method. However, students need to use computer corpus-based
vocabulary under the guidance of the teachers as the majority of the students are not
familiar with this method.
Authors in [47] proposed a new conceptual model of interests and sentiments, also
used an already existing computational model to discover the significance of
sentiment analysis in e-learning. A real-life e-learning environment was experienced
to apply both specified models. The study was based on self-reported sentiments of
university students. The authors emphasized that sentiment analysis, combined with
the lexical analysis, can serve as an implicit method to measure the learner’s
sentiments. More learning environments are needed to be observed to validate the
already obtained findings.

3

Methodology

This section explains the overall methodology of our proposed work. Fig 1 shows
the graphical representation of the proposed work.
3.1

Dataset collection

Different researchers used the different features to mine sentiment analysis on
domain-specific criteria. This research is going to extract words that have different
meanings in different domains so that they should not be treated as same in all the
fields.
Table 1. Dataset Summary
Total number of words
Number of domains
Politics dataset words
Terrorism dataset words
Life dataset words
Science dataset words
Sports dataset words
Gossips dataset words
Movies dataset words
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Dataset Attributes

52115
7
7744
7717
7040
7449
7734
7091
7340
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The dataset used in this research is extracted from twitter using R-studio [48]
software. All the work in R-studio is done by using r language. The data about nine
following domains have been collected.
Politics
Movies
Terrorism
Sports
Science
Life
Gossip
All the data collection of these domains has been collected under the impression of
the social domain. The social domain is one giant domain of multiple sub-domains
and that’s the reason the dataset has been collected from twitter (a social networking
site).

Fig. 1. Proposed Methodology

3.2

Preprocessing

We performed the following seven steps to clean the collected dataset, which are as
follows:
HTML Removal: All the web links either at the end of tweets or links, someone
given as a tweet are removed manually. By doing so ,we got rid of fuzzy and
improper words used to name the websites and also for this kind of research web links
are considered raw data that does not need to convert into information.
Punctuation Marks Removal: All the punctuation marks such as comma, colon and
question mark must be removed from the dataset as these marks make the data noisy.
This step is done on our data in R-studio.
Removal of numerical: In our research, we only need words to process, so all the
digits in data are removed, so our work became easy as we did not get to deal with the
complicated numerical. We also perform this step in R-studio.
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Conversion of Data into Small Alphabets: Capital alphabetic words, small
alphabetic words or words starting with capital alphabets; all these words are treated
as different words. Maybe the words and their meanings are the same, but because of
their writing style, they consider as distinct during processing. So we converted the
whole dataset of ours into small alphabetic words to remove this confusion from our
dataset. This step is also performed in R-studio.
Stop Words Removal: There is a proper list of words that are called stop words,
e.g. and, the, that, which, etc. These words completed the sentences and gave them
adequate meaning and make sense of the sentence. But in our research we are not
processing the data as sentences; we are working on the dataset as separate words
which means stop words are not part of our study, it will only make data big. So we
removed all the stop words using R-studio.
Removal of Single Alphabets: After performing all the above step, we noticed that
there are single letter words are present in our dataset, which are the reminders of an
apostrophe. These alphabets are of no use and only make dataset noisy, so we
removed all the alphabets. This step is performed in R-studio.
Removal of Extra White Spaces: We have separated the words with single space
but after completing the above steps and removing all the noisy words; a lot extra
white spaces have appeared in the dataset, so we removed all these additional white
spaces. This last step of cleaning our dataset is also performed in R-studio.
3.3

Polarity scoring

In this step, we calculate polarity for our dataset. The polarity scores of
preprocessed data are computed from Vader (Valence Aware Dictionary and
sentiment Reasoner). It is an open-source python library used for sentiment analysis.
The Vader dictionary performs outstandingly well in the domain of social media. As
we use the lexicon approach, so Vader also belongs to SA, which is based on the
words related to the sentiment lexicons. Vader not merely does necessary
coordinating among the words in the content and its dictionary. It additionally
considers a few things regarding the way words are composed and their context. Each
word in Vader is assigned some numerical values as polarity, which may be positive
or negative. We extract sentiment words (Negative or Positive) and discard words that
have zero polarity by using Vader. We found almost 3000 words that have a positive
or negative polarity. We also calculate polarity from another tool, i.e. TextBlob. It is
also a python library used for the processing of textual data. But after evaluation,
TextBlob gives wrong results for our dataset, so we don’t use it for our further steps.
Accuracy comparison between TextBlob and Vader is shown in fig 2.
3.4

Polarity comparison

Here comes the final and deciding step of this research. We assign polarity to our
dataset as mentioned in the above section, but we must compare this dataset and its
polarity with any general language dictionary which contains words alongside their
polarity in general mean not specific to any domain.
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We used dictionary Senticnet 4.0, lexical resource expressly conceived for
supporting opinion mining and sentiment classification applications. Senticnet 4.0 is
an enhanced adaptation of Senticnet 3.0, a lexical resource publicly accessible for
research purposes, authorized to many research groups and utilized as a part of an
assortment of research ventures around the world. It is essential to state now that we
are not intended in extricating all terms, just those that demonstrate positive or
negative inside the specific area, and, all the more significantly only when their
introduction contrasts from the one they display when all is said in different domains
or general language. Because of this point of view, terms, for example, expert,
investor or doctor are unimportant to us, because these are neutral.
Our method to distinguish applicable terms is as follows:
1. Check the semantic introduction of every applicant term in our dataset by
investigating them in context.
2. Removed neutral terms; means those terms whose importance does not pass on a
specific semantic introduction.
3. Compare the list of the polarized words against our current list of the polarized
words.
4. Removed words whose polarity is similar to our current general language words.
5. The rest of the terms are approved as domain-specific words.
3.5

Strong and weak polarity

This research gave us one bonus result. After we assigned polarity to all words
accordingly to their domains and compare this polarity to general language dictionary
to extract those words whose polarity complete differ from positive to negative and
vice versa from our lexicon to general language dictionary; we observed that there are
multiple words in our lexicon and general language dictionary which stay positive or
negative in both cases, but their polarity differs. We analyzed that some words
polarity in our lexicon is higher than polarity in general language dictionary, we
called those words ‘strongly positive or negative’. Whereas some words polarity in
our lexicon is less than polarity in general language dictionary, we called those words
‘weakly positive or negative’. This factor is present in all the domains polarity as a
single word may be positive or negative in all the domains but differ in polarity
because some words are not significantly crucial in one domain but may have
significant importance in other domains.
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Fig. 2. Comparison between TextBlob and Vader

4

Results and Analysis

The discovering of area particular words for various areas increment our insight as
well as helps us to comprehend these words in various courses of life. We
characterize the polarity of our dataset concerning its domain and compare it with a
general language dictionary to extract domain-specific words.

Fig. 3. Extracting semantic words as positive or negative form Vader
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This procedure is not free of its issues, however. Though some lexical things
unmistakably have a place in the specific talk, others, for instance, the recognized
term subsidence, broadly utilized as a part of the area of a fund with a stamped
semantic introduction, is likewise found in the general language dictionary, so there is
no compelling reason to incorporate it in the particular vocabulary. We need to state
this was the situation with numerous different terms: they were once constrained to
specific vocabulary, in any case, as of late, without a doubt because of the worldwide
money related circumstance, they have been progressively advancing toward the
general dictionary, as they have been frequently utilized as a part of general-group of
onlookers media and given uncommon consideration by the overall population, who is
presently very (and unfortunately) comfortable with terms, for example, lodging air
pocket or credit crunch.
Our dataset about politics contained 7744 words, 7717 words for terrorism, 7040
words for life domain, 7449 words for science, 7734 words for sports, 7091 words for
gossip and 7340 words for the movie domain. Fig 4(a) and fig 4(b) depict the
percentage of general and domain-specific words within the data, respectively. The
data is divided into positive, negative and neutral words. The comparative analysis
showed us that there are 68% words in politics domain whose polarity differs from
general language words domain and same in other cases, but the point we have noted
in this analysis is mostly words remained positive or negative in our domain as well
as in general words domain only their polarity showed slightly changed because some
words have more significance in the certain domain than general and vice versa. But
we extracted those words from this work whose meaning or polarity completely
different in comparison of both domains; mean if a word is positive in politics domain
then in the general domain it will be negative. And we did it for all the cases of our
data as shown in Table 1.

Fig. 4. Fig. 4 (a). General Words Fig. 4(b). Domain Specific Words

4.1

Summary of result

The total number of positive and negative words in a domain after assigning
domain-specific polarity is separated, as shown in Fig 3. Now the words have polarity
according to their specific domains, and on this basis, we extracted how much
positive and negative words occurrence present in each domain. The comparative
analysis is done in each domain case to analyze the difference of occurrence of
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domain-specific words and general words in every domain. This analysis shows that
how much defining a word under its domain changes its meaning in that domain
compare to its meaning in general language dictionary where all words are defined in
general mean without under any circumstances, boundaries and domain.
The domain-specific words in all domains (within our dataset) which change
entirely polarity from positive to negative and vice versa in comparison to general
word dictionary are given in Table 2 along with their polarity status. We can see in
Table 2 even the same words in different domain completely change in polarity,
which changes the whole and sole meaning of the word.
Table 2. Domain Specific Words
Sr#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

5

Politics
Pay (-)
Growth (+)
Increase (-)
Justice (+)
Intense (-)
Defense (+)
Leave (-)
Overwhelmingly (-)
Killed (-)
Tough (-)
Lying (+)

Terrorism

Life
Science
Pay (+)
Growth (-)
Growth (+) Growth (-)
Increase (-)
Increase (+)
Justice (-)
Justice (+)
Intense (-)
Intense (+)
Unemployment (+) Cutting (-) Amazon (+)
Force (+)
Apologize (+)
Looser (-)
Lucky (+)
Defense (+)
Leave (-)
Increase (+)
Thriller (+)
Number (+) Excited (+)
Drop (-)
Energy (+)
Offend (+) Rigorous (-)
Excuse (+)

Sports
Pay (-)

Movies
Pay (-)

Justice (+)
Intense (-)

Intense (-)
Offend (-)
Domination (-) Obsess (-)
Dominates (+)
Certainly (+)
Lucky (+)
Exclusive (+)
Thrillers (+)
Silly (+)

Conclusion

Sentiment Analysis is defined as the process of recognizing and classifying a
person’s opinions explain in the comment or message to find out whether the person’s
response towards the item or product is positive, negative or neutral. A domainspecific language is defined as specification language committed to a specific issue in
the domain and a particular description of issue method or a particular issue results.
The purpose of this research was to identify words that are interpreted differently in
various fields. Polarity had been given to words of the dataset according to their
domains and based on this polarity. They have been recognized as positive negative
and neutral and evaluated as domain-specific words. Multiple libraries were also used
in the scoring process of the dataset. This research improved the knowledge about the
context-dependency and found the core-specific meanings of words in multiple fields
and interprets those words based on their domain-specific meanings. It will enhance
the performance of evaluating sentiment analysis for these domains.
In the future, instead of identifying the words for domain-specific, we will work on
identifying the domain of dataset first. We will increase the data set and apply
different algorithms for scoring and try to use other techniques for sentiment analysis.
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Also, new and better approaches to data mining will be applied for the analysis of
results.
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